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Abstract 
Bertoni, A., D. Bruschi and M. Goldwurm, Ranking and formal power series, Theoretical Computer 
Science 79 (1991) 23-35. 
We prove that the ranking problem for unambiguous context-free languages is NC’-reducible to 
the value problem for algebraic formal power series in nn~;z~rnmuting variables. In the particular 
case of regular languages we show that the problem of ranking is NC’-reducible to the problem 
of counting the number of strings of given length in suitable regular languages. As a consequence 
ranking problems for regular languages are NC’-reducible to integer division and hence comput- 
able by log-space uniform boolean circuits of polynomial size and depth O(log n log log n), or 
by p-uniform boolean circuits of polynomial size and depth O(log n). 
1. Introduction 
The problem of ranking is a classical topic of computer science related to data 
compression, that is the problem of storing and retrieving strings efficiently. Here 
we consider the problem of ranking for formal lailguages whose complexity was 
first studied by Goldberg and Sipser in [7 3. The problem is defined as follows. Given 
a language L over a finite, totally ordered alphabet X, determine for an instance 
x E X*, the number of strings iri L smaller or equal to x. For all y, z E X* tie say 
that y is smaller than z if iyl< lzl or lyl = Izl and y precedes z lexicographically. 
It has been shown in [7] that the ranking problem is solvable in polynomial time 
for all unambiguous context-free languages. This result has been extended by Huynh 
to several classes of “easy” languages. More precisely, for any language accepted 
by a one-way unambiguous auxiliary pushdown automaton (l-UAuxPDA), the 
ranking problem belongs to NC’, i.e. it can be solved by a log-space uniform family 
of boolean circuits of polynomial size and depth O(log’ n) [8]. We recall that a 
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I-uAuxp~A is a nondeterministic pushdown automaton, with a one-way input tape 
and an auxiliary log-space working tape, which produces at most one accepting 
computation for each input. 
On the other hand, the ranking problem seems to be difficult for a large variety 
of languages in P such as finitely ambiguous context-free languages, languages 
accepted by deterministic Turing machines in logarithmic space, and languages 
accepted by two-way deterministic pushdown automata or by multihead determinis- 
tic finite automata. In fact, for these classes of languages the ranking problem is 
not solvable in polynomial time unless all problems in #P can be salved in 
polynomial time [ $1. 
A classical problem related to ranking is the counting problem, i.e. given a language 
L, determine, on input l”, the number of strings of length n in L. In fact it is easy 
to see that for every language L the counting problem for L is reducible to the 
ranking problem for L. We recall that for all unambiguous context-free languages 
the counting problem is NC’-reducible to integer division and hence it can be 
computed by a log-space uniform family of boolean circuits of polynomial size and 
depth O(log n log log n) [S]. On the contrary, for some context-free languages of 
ambiguity degree 2, the corresponding counting problems are # P,-com*plete [4]. 
In this work we study the complexity of ranking for regular and unambiguous 
context-free languages. We show that ranking problem can be represented in terms 
of formal power series in noncommuting variables. More precisely, given a formal 
series 4 E N((X)), the value problem for 4 is the problem of determining, on input 
x E X”, the value of the coefficient (4, x). We first prove that, for every unambiguous 
context-free language L there exists an N-algebraic formal power series 4 such that 
the ranking problem for L, is N&-educible to the value problem for 4. 
Successively, we apply this result to the particular case of regular sets. We prove 
that, for every regular language L there exists another regular language L’ such that 
the ranking problem for L is N&educible to the counting problem for L’. This 
implies that for regular languages also, the ranking problem is NC’-reducible to 
integer division and hence, applying well-known results of circuit complexity [l], 
it can be solved by a sc?g-space uniform family of boolean circuits of polynomial 
size and depth O( log n log log n), or by a P-uniform family of boolean circuits of 
polynomiJ size and depth O(lc;g n). 
2. Basic defintims 
In this sectiotll we describe the notation used throughout he paper. Let X be a 
finite alphabet which we also assume to be totally ordered. By X* we denote the 
free Inonoid generated by X, i.e. the set of words on X equipped with the concatena- 
tion ahnb the empty Mord E. For any element x of X* we denote by 1x1 th,n length 
of x. X” is the set of:;triqgs of length n belonging to X*, while #M is the cardinality 
of the set M. 
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Consider now the monoid X* and the semiring of the nonnegative integers 
(N, +3 b j. A formal power series in the noncommuting variables X is a mapping 
r: X*+(N, +, 0) and, for every w E X*, the value r(w) is usually denoted by (r, w). 
According to the literature, we represent r as a formal sum 
r= C (r, w)w. 
wcx* 
The values (r, w) are also referred to as coeficients of the series. The class of all 
formal series r is denoted by N{(X)), while N(X) denotes the set of the formal 
power series r such that (r, w) # 0 for finitely many w E X*. 
Given two formal series rl, r2 E N{(X)) we define their sum by 
(rl+r2, w)=(r,, w)+(r2, w), forall wEX*, 
and their Cauchy product by 
h=2,w) = C (rl, w,) l (r2, w2), forall wEX*. 
H’I W2 =6’ 
These operations induce a semiring structure on N((X)) and N(X). Given an 
infinite set I of indices, a family of formal series { ri}ic- I is locally Jinite if and only 
if for each x E X*, the set {i: i E I and (ri, x) f 0) is finite. The sum of a locally finite 
family { ri}ic 1 is the formal series S such that for every x E X*: 
W,d= c (4, Xh 
(i:ir I and (r,.x)#O) 
An N{(X))-algebraic system with variables in Y = {y,, n l . , y,,}, Y n X = 8, is a 
system of equations: 
Yi = Pi, 1GiSfi 9 
where each pi belongs to N(X u Y). An N{(X))-algebraic system is termed proper 
if and only if, for each i and j, 1 s i, j s n, 
(pi,&)=0 and (pi,yj)=O. 
It is well known that each proper N{(X))-algebraic system yi = pI, 1 =S i s n, admits 
exactly one solution r = (r, , . . . , r,*), ri E N((X}), 1 s i s n, satisfying the condition 
(ri,&)=O, for i=l,..., n [ll]. 
A formal serie; ~0 E N((X)) is said to be N-algebraic if Q - (Q, E) is component of 
the solution of a proper N((X))-algebraic system. 
Given a lan,guage L, its characteristic series is the formal series 
QL= c W- 
WC L 
Since the aim of this paper is to ciassify the parallel complexity of some problems 
related to languages, we first define the parallel model of compL’ation adopted. To 
this end we consider the log-space uniform family of boolean circuits. By a boolean 
circuit we mean a labelled acyclic directed graph whose nodes are labelled as input, 
constant, AND, OR, NOT or output nodes. Constant nodes can be 0 or 1. 
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and constant nodes have fan-in 0, AND and OR have fan-in 2, NOT and output 
nodes have fan-in 1. The deafh of a circuit is the length of the longest path in the 
graph from SOme input node to some output node. The size of a circuit is the number 
of gates. A boolean circuit (Y with tn inputs and n outputs computes a function 
f: (0, l},’ + {0,13” in the obvious way. Intuitively, depth and size of a boolean circuit 
represent, respectively, the parallel time and the amount of hardware required by 
a parallel algorithm for computing the corresponding boolean function. In general, 
we are interested in solving problems represented by a family of boolean functions 
{./X,1=4 where f,l : (0, l}n(‘i) + (0, l}“(“), where g(n) = 0( n’) is monotone strictly 
increasing and each A, specifies the problem on inputs of size n. A problem {j&i 
is solved by a family of boolean circuits C = { Ci}i21 if for every j 2 1, Ci computes 
J. A family of circuits C = { C’i}izl, is called log-space uniform (respectively P- 
uniform) if and only if there exists a deterministic Turing machine which for all n, 
on input 1”) generates a description of the nth circuit Cn using O(log n) work-tape 
space (respectivelv polynomial time) [ 1,6, lo]. The class NC”, k 2 1, is the class of 
all problems that are solvable by a log-space uniform family of boolean circuits of 
depth O(log” n) and size no”‘. The class NC = U,_, NC” is generally accepted as 
the class of problems solvable by fast parallel algorithms using a feasible amount 
of hardware [6]. In this paper we are mainly interested in the classes NC’ and NC’. 
The class NC’, we briefly recall, contains the following problems: the sum of n 
integers of 11 bits each, the product of two integers of n bits each, integer or boolean 
matrix multiplication and sorting n integers of n bits each. The class NC’ contains 
problems such as: the membership roblem for context free languages, the (Jeter- 
minant of a #I x n matrix of integers of n bits each and the integer division of two 
integers oi’ n bits each. In particular this last problem can be solved by a log-space 
uniform family of polynomial size boolean circuits of depth O(log n log log n), [9], 
or equivalently by a P-uniform family of polynomial size boolean circuits with 
depth O(los it) [ 11. 
The notion of NC’ reduction and NC’ completeness have been introduced by 
Cook for classifying problems in NC [l]. Informally we say that a problem R is 
NC’-reducible to S if and only if there is a log-space uniform family { Cn} of boolean 
circuits for solving R, such that the size of C,, is 0( n’), the depth of C,, is O(log n), 
and C,, is allowed to have oracle nodes for S. An oracle node for S is a node with 
some sequence (y,, . . . , yr) or input nodes and a sequence (z,, . . . , z,) of output 
nodes whose values satisfy (z,, . . . , z,) = S((y,, . . . , yJ). For the purpcqe of defining 
depth in { C,J, an oracle node counts as depth [log( r+ s)]_ It turns out that every 
class NC’ is closed under NC’ reduction. 
Given a class C of problems, a problem R is NChomplere for C iff for each 
SE C S is NC-reducible to R and R E C. 
In this paper we will refer to four different problems, namely: RANKING(L), 
COUNTING(L), FORMAL SERIES VALUE PROBLEM(v) and MAT- 
POWER00 In order to define the ranking problem we recall the definition of 
lexicographical and radix order, denoted by 6,) and Go, respectively [2]. 
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Let < be a total order on a finite alphabet X. For any pair x, y of strings in X*, 
x<,y if and only if x=yz for some ZEX*, or x= waz and y= wbz’, where w, z, 
Z’E X*, CI, b E X and Q < b. Moreover we define x+-y if and only if 1x1~ lyl or 
1x1 = lyl and xs,y. 
Now, given a language Lc, X* we define the functions rankl: X* + M and 
jL: N + N such that, for any x E X*, rankl(x) = #{y E L: y +x} and fL(n) = 
#{x E L: 1x1= n}. Thus, ranking and counting problems for a language L can be 
stated as foliows. 
RANKING(L) 
Input: a word XE X*; 
Output: rank,(x) in binary notation. 
COUNTING(L) 
Input: l”, n 3 1; 
Output: fr( n) in binary notation. 
Now, given a finite representation for a formal series 9 E N((X)), the formal series 
value problem for cp can be stated in the following way: 
FORMAL SERIES VALUE PROBLEM(q) 
Input: a string x E X*; 
Output: the coefficient (cp, x) in binary notation. 
Finally, throughout this paper we call integer matrix every square matrix with 
nonnegative integer entries. Fixed an integer matrix M, the matrix power problem 
for M is given by: 
3. 
MATPOWER( M) 
Input: l”, n 2 2; 
Output: the coefficients of M” in binary notation. 
RANKING and F for unambigMoMs 
In this section we show that for unambiguous context-free languages (CFL) the 
ranking problem and the formal series value problem are strictly related; more 
precisely we introduce a method for reducing (via NC’ reduction) the problem 
RANKING(L) for unambiguous context-free language L to FORMAL SERIES 
VALUE PROBLEM(+) with respect o a suitable algebraic formal power series $. 
Let us define the transformation S: N((X)) + N((X u {z))), such that for any 
q E N{(X)), S(p) is defined as follows. 
SW= c 1 (q, x, l l * x,,M, + d l * * (x,1 -+- 2). 
I1 J1 Si”‘.\,lt x”’ 
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Since the family of formal series (&....Y,,C xta (cp, ~1 l l l &)(x1 + 2) l l l bn + z&z, 
is locally finite, the definition of S(q) is well founded. 
The results of this section are based on the following observations. 
Observation 3.1. Given a formal series 9 E N((X)), for every x E X* and every k E N, 
S(q) satisfies the following property: 
(SW, x2”) =? EL (cp, xv). 
‘L 
As immediate consequence of Observation 3.1 we obtain the following. 
Observation 3.2. Let cpr. be the characteristic series of a language L. Then, for each 
x E X* and each k E N, we have: 
(S(Q~), xz’) = #{xw: 1 WI = k and xw E E}. 
By the previous observations we can now show that it is possible to reduce 
the problem RANKING(L) for an unambiguous context-free language L to the 
FORMAL SERIES VALUE PROBLEM for S(Q~), where (oL is the characteristic 
series of L. 
reposition 3.3. Given the characteristic series ~~ of a language L s X*, for each 
XEX”, with x=x, l l l x, 
n-l n-l 
rankL(x) = C (S(Q,), zi)+ 1 C (S((pL), x”‘~z”-‘-‘)+(S(Q,), X) (0 
i=O i=O hcX’ 
h<x, 
where x(” denotes the prefix of x of length i. 
roof. As mentioned before, the rank of a string x = x1 9 l l x, is given by the number 
of strings in L of length less than n plus the number of strings in L of length n 
lexicographically less or equal to x By Observation 3.2, the contribution to the 
value of rankL(x) of strings of length less than n, is given by CyIl (S(pL), z’). By 
definition of lexicographical order, the strings of length n which contribute to the 
value of rankL(x) are exactly those strings in L with a prefix of length j, I s j s n, 
equal to x1 l l l Xj_ib where 6 i Xi. Again, by Observation 3.2 the number of such 
strings in L is given by (S( Q~), .x1 l l 9 xjbZn-‘-‘). The thesis easily follows. 0 
3.4. Given an N-algebraic formal power series Q the corresponding formal 
series S(Q ) is N-algebraic. 
. Let 
be the proper N((X))-algebraic system associated to p - (cp, E). Then, it is easy to 
see that S(v) is a component of the solution of the system 
Yi =pI, l<i<n 3 
where every pi, 1 s i 6 n, is obtained from pi by replacing each variable X, E 
occurring in pi by (Xi + 2). H N((X w {z)))-algebraic 
system and S(q j is an N-al rsic formal power series. 
Propositions 3.3 and 3.4 p it us to give an estimate the complexity of 
the ranking problem for una guous context-free langudg in terms of NC’- 
reducibility; in particular we can prove the follo:ving proposition. 
Proposition 3.5. C203ir an una higuous context-free language L c_ X*, there exists a 
N-algebraic formal DOWI” seri rb such that RANKING(L) is NC’-reducible to the 
FORMAL SERIES V 
Proof. Given an ambiguous context-free language L it is known that its charac- 
teristic series qL is N-algebraic and that the algebraic system associated to rgL is 
easily obtainable from the grammar generating L [ 111. Thus, by Proposition 3.4, 
also the formal series # = S( r! turns out to be N-algebraic. 
Then, given as input a string x E .Z*, with x = xl l l l x,,, the following algorithm 
computes rank,(x). 
(a) 
W 
Determine all strings of the form x’i’bz”-‘-l as defined in Proposition 3.3. 
Compute in parallel all coefficients (@, w) for all strings w determined at 
Step (a). 
(cl Compute in parallel ($, x) and all (rc/, z’), for i = 1, . , . , n - 1. 
(d) Add the numbers computed at Steps (b) and (c) according to expression (1). 
It is easily verifie erithm represents a rUC’ reduction to FORMAL 
SERIES VALUE P iss t^;tct Step (a) can be computed by a constant 
depth circuit. Steps (b) a22 puted by oracle nodes. Step (d) belongs to 
NC” because the sum of O(n) numbers of n bits each is computable in NC’. Cl 
ompare the complexity of ranking and counting for regular 
puting the power of integer matrices. 
ircuit complexity and we prove that al 
are NC’ -r6&cihle to i s a cansequence, they can be co 
ace uniform families of boolean &euits of polynomial size and depth 
n), or by P-uniform families UC boolean circuits of polynomial size an 
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reposition 4.1. For every regular language L E X”, there exists an integer matrix M 
such that RANKING(L) is NC’-redudde to MATPQWER( M). 
roof. Let L c X* be a regular language and let (Q, ql 9 S, F) be a deterministic 
finite state automaton recognizing L, where Q = { 4,) 42, . . . t qk} is the set of states, 
9, is the initial state, S the transition function, and F the set of final states [2]. We 
consider the set of k x k boolean matrices (M( 0): CT E X} defined by such an 
automaton: for every o E X, M(a) = [ mz], where for every i, j, 
mt= 
1 
1 if S(qi, Cr)=qi, 
0 otherwise. 
Clearly, such a representation can be extended to all strings over X: for every 
XEX*, such that x=x1 l l l x, and Xi E X for all i, M(x) is defined by M(x) = 
Ill’=, M(xi). 
It is well known that for every x E X* the characteristic series (pL of the language 
L i: given by (qL, x) = rrM(x)$, where ?T and q are the characteristic arrays of 
the initial state and the final states, respectively. Applying Observation 3.1 to the 
formal series S(cpL) and taking into account the previous relation we obtain, for 
every x E X* and every j E N 
(WL), xz’) = c (<pL, xu) 
_WX’ 
= ~M(x)(& M(Y)) rl’= -“‘x’(.F; M(d)? 
AS a consequence, by Proposition 3.3, we obtain for every x E X*, x = x, 9 . . x, and 
xi E X for all i, 
II - 1 t1 - I 
rankl(x)= 1 vMi$+ 1 C nM(x(i’b)Mn-i+‘vj+ ~M(x)q’ (2) 
i=O 
where M =xrrcX M(a). 
Then, it is easy to design a parallel algorithm which 
XEX*: 
(a) Compute in parallel all strings y E (X u {z})* 
where b<Xi+l and i=l,...,n-1. 
computes rankL(x) on input 
of the form y = x%z”-~-~, 
Compute in parallel rrM(x)$ and all products 
nM(x,) l l l M(xi)M(b)M”-‘-‘q’ and vMiq’, 
where i=O,...,n-1. 
(4 Sum these values with respect o 6 and i according to (2). 
Clearly Steps (a) and (c) belong to NC’ [6]. Further, since (Q, ql, S, F) is a 
deterministic automaton, each product of the type M( x,) l l l M( xi) M( 6) gives a 
boolean matrix and hence it can be computed in NC’ by a standard divide and 
conquer technique. Thus the only task we are not able to execute in NC’ is the 
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computation of all powers M’, j = 2,. . . , n - 1. Then there is a log-space uniform 
family of boolean circuits for computing rankL in NC’ which uses oracle nodes of 
depth O(log n) for MATPOWER( 0 
Now we want to prove that, for every integer matrix M, MATPOWER is 
NC-reducible to the counting problem for a regular language. To this end we recall 
basic properties of counting functions of regular languages. We say that a sequence 
{ r,t} of positive integers is a regular counting sequence if there exists a regular language 
L such that r, =fL( n) for every n E IV. From the literature it is known that a sequence 
{m} is a regular counting sequence if and only if there arc two boolean arrays rr, v 
and an integer matrix M such that, for every n E IV, r, = ~TM”$ [3,11]. 
Lemma 4.2. Let a! be a positive integer and let {r!:‘}, { r(nl ‘}, . . . , { rLk’} be regular 
counting sequences. Then the sequence {rip’ -+ a nrjll’ i- - l 9 -I- a knrLk’J is a regular count- 
ing sequence. 
Proof. By the previous remark, given two regular counting sequences {JI} and {gn}, 
we have fn = rrlMy$ and gn= nz My 711 for suitable matrices MI, Mz and arrays 
7rl, r2, rll, 772. Since for every n E N 
and 
also {fn + gn} and {an&} are regular counting sequences. Then, an iterative applica- 
tion of these properties gives the result. III 
Proposition 4.3. For every integer matrix M there exists a regular language L such 
that MATPOWER( M) is NC-reducible to COUNTING(L). 
Proof. Let M = [mUI be a k x k integer matrix. Let m = max{ mii : i, j = 1, . . . , k} and 
define q as the smallest integer such that 29 > km. Therefore, denoting by rO( n) the 
i, j-component of M”, we have rO(n)< nrnkn-‘<2Yn. Since for all i, j, {rO(n)} is a 
regular counting sequence, by Lemma 4.2 the sequence {a,} given by 
a,, = q((j-l)+(i-IlkIn 
i,j=l 
is a regular counting sequence. ence, for a suitable regular language L, fL( n) = a,,. 
As a consequence, the binary representation of fL(n) is given by a suitable 
concatenation of the binary represen ions of the sequences {r@)I, i,j= 1, l l . 9 k 
possibly separated by strings of O*. ore precisely, for every integer Q of k bits 
cy;=x, b. 9 xk and every a, b E N, 0 d a < b s k, we denote by ((Y),,~ the binary number 
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&+1 l l l xb. Then, by the previous discussion, for every n E N and every i9 j the 
binary representation of I is given by (fL(n)),,b, where a = q(( j - 1) + (i - 1)k)n 
and b = q( j + (i - 1)k)n. Therefore MATPOWER( M) is solved by a simple oracle 
node for fL( n). 0 
A straightforward application of Propositions 4.1 and 4.3 gives the following. 
Proposition 4.4. Fur any regular language L there exists a regular language L’ such 
that RANKING(L) is NC’-reducible to COUNTING( L’). 
Recalling that the counting problem for a language L is NC-reducible to the 
ranking problem for L, by the previous propositions we can state that the three 
kinds of problems considered in this section have the same circuit complexity. We 
conclude our analysis proving that all these problems are NC-reducible to integer 
division. 
Proposition 4.3. r’br every integer matrix M, MATPOWER is N&-educible to 
INTEGER DIVISION. 
Proof. Given a k x k integer matrix M = [m,/], let q be defined as in Proposition 
4.3. Moreover, for each pair of indices i, j and every integer h, let r,(h) be the i, 
j-entry of the matrix M h. Since all entries of Mh are bounded by 29h, it is easy to 
verify that, for any n E N 
+Kl 
c (2-9(n+2’ M)” = 29(n+*)(29(n+*$? _ M)-’ 
h=o 
where I denotes the identity matrix. Now, let cyii be the i, j-entry of the matrix 
A = 29(“+*)(29(n+*) I-M)? We have 
where aG( h) = 2-q(“+2’hrti( h). 
Note that au(h) is a positive rational number less than 1 and its binary representa- 
tisn has the form 0.x& where xh = OqL(“+‘) , yh E (0, l}* is the binary representation 
of rij( h), and I&yhl= qh(n d-2). Moreover, since rii( h) < 29h, it is easy to prove that 
Ixhy&+h+& for every h = 1,. . . , n, 
and hence 
-i-w 
C a,+ h) < 2-qn(n+2). 
h=ri+l 
From the last two inequalities we obtain 
6j( n ) = @ij)o,h 
where pi = q( n - l)(n + 2), b = qn( n + 2) and O.& is the binary representation of cyU. 
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Therefore, a parallel algorithn solving MATPOWER can be designed as 
follows. On input n E N, execute the following steps. 
(a) Compute the integer q such that mk ~2~. 
(b) Compute the matrix A = 2q(n+2)(2q(n+2)1 - M -’ and let arij be the i, j-entry 
of A. 
(c) Compute the integers a = q(n - l)(n 6-2) and b = qn(n +2). 
(d) Compute in parallel for all i, j the binary numbers (au&. 
All these steps can be executed in NC’ except Step (b) which requires a bounded 
number of integer divisions for computing the inverse of a matrix. 3 
From Propositions 4.1, 4.4, 4.3 and well-known results on the circuit complexity 
of integer division [ 11, we obtain the following. 
Proposition 4.6. For every regular language L, RANKING(L) and COUNTING(k) 
are NC’-reducible to integer division, and hence they can be computed by log-space 
uniforlm families of boolean circuits of polynomial size and depth 0( log n log log n ), 
or by P-uniform families of boolean circuits of polynomial size and depth O(log n). 
Remark. Several months after this work was submitted we learnt that the result 
stated in Proposition 4.6 was independently obtained, using different techniques, 
by D.T. Muynh in the paper “Effective entropies and data compression” to appear 
in Information and Computation. 
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